
The jamLink™ by MusicianLink is a revolutionary new tool that enables musicians, songwriters,
and producers to play music and collaborate over their high-speed Internet connections for dis-
tances of hundreds or even thousands of miles with CD-quality audio (48kHz) and virtually in-
audible latency (delay).

This step-by-step guide takes you thru the process of setting up and operating your jamLink
and gets you up and running in just a few minutes!

The following items are included in your jamLink box:

1 jamLink device
1 Power supply (9v DC, 0.5a)
1 Standard Ethernet cable (24”)

To fully utilize the jamLink, you are required to have a high-speed Internet connection:
Cable, T1, VDSL2, FiOS, or Internet2.

Minimum Bandwidth Requirements are:
Upstream Bandwidth: 1Mbps or 1,000 kbps
Downstream Bandwidth: 2Mbps or 2,000 kbps

The jamLink works with the current Windows, Mac, or Linux operating systems and uses
a standard web browser (Internet Explorer, Safari, FireFox etc.) for operation.
It is recommended that you use the most recent version of your chosen
browser version to ensure that the jamLink will connect and operate properly.

You will also need a microphone, headphones, or a “Skype/Gamer Style”
headset.

In order to connect your jamLink to the Internet, you must have a router with multiple ports.
There must be enough open ports for both your jamLink and your computer to connect. Your
router can be a wired or wireless router, but the connection from the jamLink to your router
must be wired. You are free to use a wireless laptop to operate your jamLink, but the actual
connection from the jamLink to your router must be wired.

Since you will need close access to the audio ports on your jamLink, you may need to pur-
chase a longer Ethernet cable if your router isn’t close by. Another option would be to purchase
long audio cables and a headphone extender if your setup does not allow you to have your
jamLink box close by.

We have done extensive testing with the most popular commercial routers manufactured by
D-Link, Linksys, Netgear, as well as routers supplied by various VOIP telephone services
such as Vonage and Comcast.

Note: High bandwidth activity on your network during a jamLink session
(uploading/downloading files, gaming, streaming video, and VOIP phone calls)
can negatively effect the jamLink’s performance.

The first step in getting your jamLink up and running is to login to your MusicianLink.com ac-
count. You created your user name and password when you purchased your jamLink. If you
have forgotten your user name or password click on the Forgot Your Password? link and Mu-
sicianLink will send you your login information.
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Once you’ve logged in, click the PROFILE link on the top menu bar of the website to view your
profile. Click the Edit link in your profile to edit the content in your profile. You can include per-
sonal information, add a profile picture, and add Mp3 audio so that other MusicianLink users
can hear your recordings and sample music.

Click the FRIENDS link to view a list of your MusicianLink Friends. Click Browse Member Pro-
files on your FRIENDS page to find new MusicianLink Friends. You can browse other user’s
profiles and add them as Friends by clicking on their profile and then clicking the Add as
Friend link on their page. The user that you requested will receive a message indicating that
you’ve requested to add them as a Friend. Once they accept your request, they will be listed as
one of your Friends.

The next step is to connect your jamLink to your router. (see examples below)

1. Confirm your router is correctly connected to your modem and your internet con
nection is working.

2. Connect your computer to one of the router’s open output ports or establish that
your wireless connection is working.

3. Connect the power supply (included) to the jamLink.

4. Connect the Ethernet cable (included) from one of the router’s open output ports
to the Ethernet port on the back panel of the jamLink.

Example 1: With a computer wired to the Internet

Example 2: With a wireless laptop
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Once you’ve powered up your jamLink and connected it
to your router, it will take about a minute for the
jamLink to boot up. When the jamLink’s run light
displays solid orange (on the front panel of the jam-
Link), your jamLink is completely booted up, connected
to the Internet, and ready to use.
Once your jamLink has been connected to the Internet,
the MusicianLink.com website will find it, identify it and
list its unique MAC address (Media Access Control) in
the website’s jamLink Launch Box as a link.

Your jamLink user name and password is the same as the MusicianLink.com user name and
password you created earlier (see: setting up your User Profile on MusicianLink). Click on the
MAC address link in the Launch box on the MusicianLink.com website. This will log in your
jamLink and automatically bring up the jamLink web interface in a new browser window.

The jamLink Web Interface:
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Before you can connect to another jamLink user MusicianLink Friends must be added to your
jamLink Friends List and an audio source and headphones must be connected to your jamLink.
We’ll explain the above interface in detail after we cover the basic audio set up.

Ethernet Port:
This port is used to connect the jamLink to your Ethernet router using the supplied Ethernet
cable. Any standard CAT5 Ethernet cable can also be used.

Power Cable Jack:
To boot up your jamLink, connect the jamLink power supply (included) to the Power Cable Jack
and plug the power supply into a standard 110v electrical outlet. To re-boot your jamLink, un-
plug the power supply and then plug it back in. The jamLink will be completely re-booted after
approximately 2 minutes when the Run Light displays solid orange.

1/4” Audio Input Jack:
Use the 1/4” Audio Input Jack to connect your audio source (guitar, keyboard, mixer, computer
audio, mic etc.) to the jamLink. This is a mono input, so if a stereo audio source (TRS) is
plugged into it, only the right channel (ring) will be used.

1/8” Mic Input Jack:
This input is used if you are using a computer mic or a “Skype/Gamer Style” headset with a
1/8” plug.

1/8” Stereo Headphone Output Jack:
In order to hear the audio output from the jamLink, you must plug stereo headphones in to this
jack. If your headphones have a 1/4” plug, you can use a 1/8” to 1/4” adapter to plug in your
headphones (not included). If you don’t wish to monitor the jamLink through headphones, you
can use this jack to patch the jamLink’s audio output to speakers or a channel in a mixing
board (see advanced audio set up).
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Link Light:
The Link Light indicates Internet traffic. When the jamLink is idle and not connected to the inter-
net, the Link Light will blink green only occasionally. When the jamLink is connected in a ses-
sion, the Link Light will blink constantly, even if you’re not sending any audio.
Run Light:
After the jamLink has been booted up completely, the Run Light will display solid orange. This
indicates that the jamLink has successfully connected to the MusicianLink session manage-
ment server. When you connect to the jamLink control panel and are ready to connect to a Mu-
sicianLink Friend the Run Light is green. If the Run Light displays solid red, reboot the jamLink.
If it continues to display solid red, contact MusicianLink support at
support@musicianlink.com

Note: Even though your computer is controlling parts of the jamLink interface,
it is important to note that the jamLink does not receive any audio from your
computer. Any audio sources (guitar, keyboards, mic, computer audio, etc.) must
be physically patched into the audio inputs on the front panel of the jamLink.
In addition, the jamLink does not send any audio back to your computer.
To hear the jamLink, you must plug headphones into the headphone jack on the
front panel of the jamLink.

Now that you have your jamLink connected to the Internet, you’ll need to hook up some basic
audio sources and headphones to verify that your equipment is working properly. We recom-
mend that you use this set up for your first use.

1. Plug a guitar or other audio source into the 1/4” Audio Input Jack.
2. Use a “Skype/Gamer Style” headset. Connect your mic plug to the jamLink’s
1/8” mic input jack.

3. Connect your headphone plug into the jamLink’s 1/8” stereo headphone jack.
4. Test your audio. Make sure you can hear your own audio source (guitar, keyboard
etc.) through the headphones.

Note: When using a “Skype/Gamer Style” headset, make sure you use a headset
that has individual analog 1/8” plugs. jamLink is currently not compatible with
USB headsets.
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Now that you’ve got audio inputs and headphones plugged into the jamLink, you’re ready to
jam. Bring the jamLink web interface back up by clicking on the MAC address link in the
Launch box on the MusicianLink.com website.

Add MusicianLink Friends to the Friends window by typing their user names into the text entry
area below the Friends window and click the Add button.

When your MusicianLink Friends are online and logged into their jamLinks, their names will ap-
pear in your Friends List in bold type.

1. Your Local Channel strip - This channel strip controls the gain (volume) and pan of your
own local audio signal. Your user name will appear at the top of this channel. Changing the
gain level will increase or decrease the level that you hear yourself in the headphones. It will
not change the level that the people you are jamming with will hear you.

2. Gain Slider - The Gain Slider controls the gain or volume of each channel. By default, all
gains are set to 0dB. At 0dB, the level you hear through the jamLink should be exactly the
same as the level of the audio source coming into the jamLink. You can boost each channel’s
level to +6 dB or decrease it to -24 dB. By setting the gain to the lowest setting (infinity), the
channel’s gain will be muted.

3. Mic/Line Selector - This selects the line level of the 1/8” mic input on the jamLink. If you are
using a small computer mic, choose the “Mic” setting. If you are using a normal audio mic
patched through a mixer, choose “Line”.

4. Mute -When checked, jamLink will silence the audio coming from that particular channel
strip.

5. End Jam Buttons - The End Jam Buttons will disconnect you from your MusicianLink
Friend. In order to re-connect to that person’s jamLink, you’ll need to double-click on their name
in the Friends List.

6. Firmware Version - This displays the version of the jamLink firmware (software installed on
the jamLink) currently installed in your jamLink.
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7. Pan Sliders - The Pan Sliders will pan the audio from each channel strip left and right. This
is particularly useful during jams with several people, allowing you to spread the incoming
audio streams into a stereo field, making it easier to distinguish what sounds are coming from
what person.

8. Jitter - Adjusting the Jitter setting will help to decrease or eliminate any “pops and clicks”
you might be hearing in the jam. As you increase the Jitter setting, the pops and clicks will likely
decrease, but the latency on the connection will increase slightly.

9. Sample Rate - The jamLink is capable of sending and receiving audio at various sample
rates from 48kHz down to 8kHz. The higher the sample rate, the better the audio quality.
Higher sample rates require more Internet bandwidth, so if you are experiencing bandwidth
problems, reduce the sample rate. Since all people in the jam must send and receive audio
using the same sample rate, changing this setting will automatically change the sample rates
of all the people in the current jam. Anyone in the jam is allowed to change the sample rate
setting.

Note: In order to achieve the optimal connection (clean audio and low latency)
you’ll need to make adjustments to both your Jitter setting and the Sample Rate
settings

10. Master Channel Strip - The Master Channel Strip controls the overall volume of everyone
in the session, including your own local audio.

11. Update Button - The jamLink stores upgradable software on its motherboard called
Firmware. New versions of the jamLink firmware will be made available adding new features
and functionality to your existing jamLink hardware. By clicking this button, you can install new
firmware in to your jamLink. You will be notified when new firmware versions become available.

Note: While updating the firmware, do not disconnect or power down your
jamLink. This could cause serious damage to your unit.

12. Logout Button - This button will completely log you out of the jamLink web interface. You
will not appear online to your friends (your name will no longer display in bold).

13. Jam Button - Click on a friend’s name in your Friends List and then click the Jam Button to
connect to that friend. You can also double-click on a friend’s name to connect to them.

14. Add Button - Type a friend’s user name into the text field and hit the Add Button. This will
add your friend’s name to your MusicianLink Friends List. MusicianLink Friends can also be
added from the MusicianLink web site.

15. Delete Button - Click on a MusicianLink Friend’s name and click the Delete Button to
delete that Friend from your Friend’s List. This will not delete this MusicianLink Friend from
your Friend list on the MusicianLink web site.
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Now we’re ready to jam! If one of your Friends is currently logged into their jamLink, their name
will appear in bold type in your Friends list. Double-click on their name or type their name into
the text entry area and hit the Jam Button to connect to them.

Note: Any of your MusicianLink Friends can connect to your jamLink session at
any time. Don’t create an awkward situation by talking about your other band
members!

Once connected, the 2nd channel strip will change from grey to blue. Your MusicianLink
Friend’s user name will now appear directly above the newly activated channel strip. Your
Friend will also see a new channel strip activated with your user name above it.

The initiator of the jam automatically sets the sample rate for the jam, so when you connect to
a MusicianLink Friend, your Friend’s jamLink will automatically be set to whatever sample rate
you had selected when you initiated the jam. At any point during the jam, either you or your Mu-
sicianLink Friend can change the sample rate setting, and the sample rate change will auto-
matically propagate to all other jamLinks in the session.
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Since the jamLink only has 2 audio inputs (1/4” instrument input and 1/8” mic input) you can
use a small mixer in conjunction with your jamLink to allow more audio inputs to be sent over
your jamLink.

1. Plug your various instruments into the available inputs on your mixer
(guitar, keyboard, computer audio, mic etc.).

2. Plug one of the outputs from the mixer into the 1/4” instrument input on the
jamLink (Note: The jamLink’s input is mono, so be aware of your mixer’s pan
settings if you are using a stereo mixer).

3. Plug your headphones into the 1/8” headphone jack on the jamLink.

If you’re using a USB or Firewire Audio Adapter (DigiDesign, M-Audio, Presonus etc.), you’ll
need to patch it into your jamLink if you want its audio to be sent over the jamLink.

1. Plug the main output or headphone output of the audio adapter into the
1/4” instrument input of the jamLink.

2. Plug a mic into the mic input of the USB/Firewire adapter.

3. Plug headphones into the jamLink’s headphone output.
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This set up uses a larger multi-bus studio mixer. This gives you the most flexibility and allows
you to monitor your own local instruments in stereo with full fidelity thru your studio monitors or
headphones. You will be hearing your own local audio in its true form, pre-jamLink.

1. Plug your audio inputs into your mixer and assign them to both the MAIN and SUB
busses of the mixer.

2. Patch the jamLink’s stereo headphone output into two channels of your mixer (or
one stereo channel) and assign them to only the MAIN buss.

3. Patch the SUB buss output of your mixer to the 1/4” inch input jack of the jamLInk.

4. Patch your studio monitors or headphones to the MAIN outputs or headphone
outputs of your mixer.

5. Since you are already monitoring your local audio sources through the MAIN buss
of your mixer, set the first channel gain (your local gain) to zero in the jamLink
web interface.
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I can’t connect to the jamLink web interface.
- Check Ethernet connections to the jamLink.
- Are you getting a solid orange light on the jamLink?
- Try re-booting your router first, and then re-booting your jamLink by pulling the power plug on
the jamLink, then re-plugging it, and then waiting about 2 min until you see the solid orange run
light on the jamLink.

I can’t connect to my MusicianLink Friend.
- Is your Friend’s name displayed in bold type in your Friends List?
- Re-boot your jamLinks and log back into the jamLink web interface.

I can’t hear myself in the jamLink headphone output.
- Check for bad instrument and headphone cables.
- If you are using a more advanced set up (mixer etc.) trying using a simple set up by plugging
your audio source (guitar etc.) directly into the jamLink’s 1/4” input jack.
- Check your level and mute buttons on your local channel strip in the jamLink web interface.

I’m hearing distortion in my own audio or my MusicianLink Friend’s audio.
Currently the jamLink does not have any type of level or peak indicators. If you are hearing dis-
tortion, it could mean that you are overdriving the jamLink’s input circuits.
- Turn down the level of your audio sources until the distortion goes away. If you are hearing
distortion from your friend’s audio, have them do the same thing.

I’m hearing pops and clicks.
- Increase the Jitter setting in the jamLink web interface.
- Decrease the Sample Rate in the jamLink web interface.

I can’t hear my mic.
- If you are using a mic that requires phantom power, make sure the phantom power on your
mixer is turned on.

The signals from my MusicianLink Friend are out of sync.
- Reduce the Jitter setting in the jamLink web interface.
- Your MusicianLink Friend could be too far away or your internet connection could be too slow
for real-time playing.

I am not hearing any sound from my MusicianLink Friend, or my Friend is not hearing
my sound.
- Check your router’s firewall settings. You may need to disable your firewall.
- Upgrade your jamLink’s firmware by clicking the Update Button in the jamLink web interface.
Have your friend update their firmware also.

My jamLink is displaying a solid red run light
- Re-boot your jamLink. If your jamLink still displays a solid red run light, contact
MusicianLink.com at support@musicianlink.com .
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Jam in a quiet place
Your mic will pick up all the noise in your room, and your MusicianLink Friends will hear it when
they are jamming with you. It is important to find a nice quiet room for jamming away from TV,
people, and ambient noise. If your router is located in a noisy area and cannot be moved, it
might be a good idea to purchase a long Ethernet cable so you can take your jamLink to a qui-
eter location.

Use a metronome or click track to help keep time
Even though the jamLink’s latency is extremely low and usually undetectable, even the slight-
est latency can cause timing issues when playing syncopated music at faster tempos. You and
your jammers might feel the natural urge to progessively slow down to compensate. Playing to
a metronome or click track really helps tie the tempo together for all the jammers in the ses-
sion.

Headphones vs. speakers
You can use either headphones or speakers to monitor your jamLink. Be aware that when
using speakers, your jammers may hear a slight slap back of their own audio picked up by your
mic. When using speakers, it is best to use a smaller microphone with a tight cardioid pattern
(i.e. a Shure SM58) rather than a larger recording mic that can pick up the whole room.

Pan your jammers
When jamming with multiple people, you might find it useful to pan each jammer to their own
unique place in the stereo field. It will make it a lot easier to distinguish what is being played or
said by whom.

Sharing your bandwidth
Remember, other bandwidth-intensive activity on your network can negatively effect your jam-
Link’s performance. If you or someone on your LAN is streaming video over the Internet or
transfering large files, you may hear an increase in jitter during their activity. Try to limit the In-
ternet activity on your network during your jamLink sessions.
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